
RIT Mentor Report 7-8-9 March 2016 

Name of the Mentor- Prof B M Naik 

Name of the Institution with Location- Rajarambapu Institute of Technology, Islampur, Dist -sangli. 

Dates of mentoring visit- 7-8-9 March 2016 

Component 1, improving the quality of Education 

1.1 Strengthening institutions to improve learning outcomes and employability of graduates 

       RIT now is a preferred institution for admission at UG and PG in the Shivaji University area. 

1.2 Scaling up postgraduate education and demand driven research, development and innovation. 

Students are choosing projects from industry. Industry is welcoming students for demand driven 

projects. Students are spending more time in industry for project working. Students are a getting 

a joyful experience in industry in researching on live projects. 

1.3 Establishing Centres of Excellence: Attempts are being made in various departments to 

formulate proposals, for submission to financing agencies. 

1.4 Faculty Development for effective teaching; RIT is deputing professors for pedagogical training 

within the institute and elsewhere. Students are in general happy about education. 

An intimate discussion was held with the faculty in departments like, Information Technology, Civil 

Engineering, Electronics Engineering, automobile Engineering. About 50 professors participated. 

Faculty was presented with a write up, enclosed in Annex I. Faculty was happy to go through the 

details given in the write up. 

Component 2: Improving System Management 

2.1 Capacity building to strengthen management 

Deans and HODs also were presented the write up. Director of the institute Dr Mrs Sushma 

Kulkarni expressed satisfaction. 

A brief presentation was presented to the deans and HODs on the subject of Research Park. PPT 

is enclosed in Annex II. This is found widening the vision and imagination of key people in the 

college. 

2.1.1 Implementation of Good institutional governance. 

The institution is very well managed and maintained by the authorities concerned. BOG 

meetings are conducted at regular intervals. All the management aspects of the institution are 

covered. The institute is conducting Convocation Program every year, and VIPs are invited to 

address. Parents of students are also invited.  

2.2 Project Management, monitoring and evaluation. 

TEQIP project is very well planned and managed. 

TEQIP Coordinator is very well versed with the provisions given in the project. The director of the 

institute so also the BOG is paying full attention. The institute is preparing for TEQIP-III. 

The institute is well competent and will make full implementation of the provisions in TEQIP-III. 

 

 



Mentor report Form 2. 

List of Interviews and discussion points. 

1. PG students: About 50 students participated in discussion for more than one hour. 

Students are well aware about the TEQIP project. Many are getting support from TEQIP fund 

for enriching their studies. The Coordinator invited students to study PhD and get 

scholarship from TEQIP. 

The students were informed about innovations, like Start ups, Make in India, Digital India, 

Smart Cities and villages; Incubation Centres.RIT is playing a leading role in enabling students 

to become leaders in engineering, industry of global standard.  

2. Library staff participated in a meeting for about one hour. Library advisors and others 

attended. A new library big building is under construction. The staff was appraised of the 

need and importance of a modern library, qualitative by world standard. They were advised 

to visit libraries like in IIT Mumbai, attend conferences and courses so as to design the 

systems and procedures fitting to modern times. 24/7 concept needs to introduced, so that 

students can study whenever they like. 

3. Sports Director was interviewed at length. He is informed about the need and importance of 

Sports activities for faculty, staff and students. 

He is quite an active in his field. A good Gymnasium, courts for tennis, badminton etc are 

planned. 

 

4. Four Faculty groups were invited for discussions. The note in annex-I was discussed in each 

group. They took lot of interest and actively participated in discussion. 

They are well prepared for TEQIP-III 

They were informed that emphasis of TEQIP is on the following points. 

1. Increased innovation and research. 

2. Centres of Excellence 

3. Increased administrative and academic autonomy 

4. Collaboration with industry. 

5. Exchange of R&D programs with foreign institutes 

6. Innovation & Research Park 

7. Delegation of Powers 

8. Establishing industry chairs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mentor Report Form 3. 

Discussions with Head of the Institution, and BOG 

BOG meeting was conducted on 7
th

 March 2016. 

In this meeting the members were informed that TEQIP –III is in planning stage. The 

emphasis of it is on Research and innovation. 

A brief presentation was given to the board members on Research Park, Innovation Park.PPT 

was presented as given in annex-II 

The BOG was requested to depute a few persons to attend a International Training Program 

in USA from April 11 to 15, 2016. 

 

 

Annex-I 

RIT ENVISIONS FACULTY GROWTH TO EXCELLENCE 

By  

Prof B M Naik 

RIT expects each professor to grow to his full ability, achieve high pitch, in his respective field of 

specialization. Each professor ought to become a knowledge leader of world class standard to 

inspire both students and professionals for innovation and creativity. 

As a professor are you thinking in global terms?  

Are you globally competent?  

Can you become?  

You need to think great, dream big, and show commitment. 

Are you educating students with global perspectives?  

Are you nurturing students to become globally competent leaders? 

Professors ought to be innovative, creative and imaginative, so as to mould creative minds of 

students and professionals  

Can you create globally competitive eco- system?  

 Each professor has high potential, but he has to exercise himself to achieve, RIT will only facilitate. 

Can RIT produce graduates today to become globally competent leaders to ably address problems 

for tomorrow like in start-up, industry, water shortage, unemployment, farmer’s problems, make in 

India, digital India, Smart city etc.?  

Can and should RIT become a “Light House” for industry. 

 

 

 



A. ” health of Indian industry & health of Indian economy depends on health of 

universities and colleges.” Do you agree? 

Professors who can transform college in to a world class occupy high position in the 

mind of governing board. 

Professors are a backbone of college. It is they who take the college to greater heights. It 

is they who ignite the minds of students for innovation, creativity and prosperity. 

 

 India has far too few professors who have achieved excellence of global standard. Many 

institutes in India have abundant resources, five star infrastructures, yet they do not rank 

high in world list. This is simply because the professors lack excellence. 

 

On account of this, thousands of bright students every year in search of latest knowledge go 

abroad; brain drain takes place slowing down India’s clock of progress. 

Technical education in recent past, although grown well in quantity is far too poor in quality.  

President of India Hon Pranav Mukerjee while addressing BRICS nation’s conference in November 

2015, advised the participating dignitaries’,  

“So as to achieve economic and industrial development equal to developed countries BRICS nations 

should have to give first priority to build quality education comparable to the one in developed 

countries”.  

Unless quality of education is first improved, industrial and economic development he said cannot 

be equal to them. Brain drain will continue, intellectual capital will move out which for a developing 

country like India is too costly. 

 USA went ahead of European countries and became world power, mainly because of its superior 

education. Eight out of first ten world best universities are from USA. Thomas Jefferson third 

president of USA then gave the philosophy to excel in education, which USA adopted and mainly on 

account of that it became world power.  TEQIP in its mission gives top priority to faculty 

development to reach to excellence.  Governing Board adopts this view. It believes, Institutional 

development is faculty development. 

The board is installing systems in college enabling professors to grow to world class standard. 

 RIT provides opportunities to professors to grow. India needs globally competent leaders to 

manage its affairs ably at national and international levels. Our present leaders in professions so also 

in parliament and leaders in assembly are unfortunately not globally competent. This is so evident 

from parliament proceedings we see on TV. India is in the hands of less competent leaders, some of 

them in the opinion of public are scoundrels.  

As a result, many people are living below poverty line, and India in the world is categorized as low 

income economy. What kind of graduate’s universities, colleges produce, is of vital importance? RIT 

envisions nurturing professors to enable them to be globally competitive, to produce competent 

professional leaders. 

No institution is greater than the knowledge possessed by professors. Learning of students and 

indigenous technological advancement in India is held back due to acute shortage of professors with 

excellence. Thousands of students not satisfied with present education are going abroad; some of 



them in those countries are humiliated? They are paying huge fees so much so that on this amount it 

is said 20 IITs could be run.   

Buildings, equipment and rest of the infrastructure are important but faculty is of paramount 

importance. It is they who are an active resource. All other resources are passive, who do not teach 

by themselves. Professors ought to be innovative, creative and imaginative, so as to mould 

creative minds of students. Time demands capacity building of faculty and staff. The college designs 

schemes and provides means to enable professors to grow to international standards. 

Having five star infrastructures is good, but having five star professors is essential. Deficiency in 

infrastructure can be met by faculty, but deficiency in faculty cannot be met by any other means, 

and India has to pay heavy price. Firing the imagination power of students can be done only by 

professors. 

RIT adopts policies and practices to encourage faculty to become excellent, work in the areas of their 

choice, add strengths to themselves and to the institution. 

RIT is an autonomous institute and autonomy means freedom to think and freedom to act with 

accountability. Professors are expected to be self actuating, self regulated, self controlled, and self 

governed. They should need no supervision but only coordination in their duties and responsibilities. 

Professors in knowledge economy have to envision industrial advancement by providing new 

knowledge, new technology. RIT has a corporate vision to help industry win.  

Success in “Make in India” mission, critically depends on globally competent leaders in engineering, 

can RIT provide? Employment problem can then be easy 

B. Why faculty excellence? World is changing, so RIT must change. It cannot afford to be 

stationary. Faculty is the architect/ sculptor shaping future of younger generation and 

create competent technology leaders, which are a prerequisite for successful industrial 

development. Most of the time faculty is their role model. Professors are teachers not 

only for students but also for practicing engineers. Through research and technological 

innovation they are expected to elevate the practice of engineering in professions to 

successively greater heights.  

Faculty constitute the main component of governance system. They ought to be 

responsible and setting a tone to the quality and relevance of education. They are 

supposed to be self motivated; self regulated in knowledge organization like college 

there is no place for on the head supervision. A professor has to be truthful having 

honesty, probity and high integrity. They are a role model for students. Professors ought 

to have a passion for upbringing the young generation.  

Human civilization is enriched by professors. Professors are expected to be an inspiring 

force, igniting minds as Dr Abdul Kalam used to say. Institutes are known by 

reputation of faculty. 

 

 

 



Professors create brave new India today, fit for tomorrow.  

Professors themselves have to exercise to be world class, and deserve; at best college will help 

them.  

Professors have to dream big, think great and have passion for excellence, tolerance and 

commitment to implement new ideas and dreams. 

Can professors give joy of learning and joy of creativity to students? 

1. How do you make learning joyful? By envisioning seeding and steering technological 

innovation that is to say problem solving. Professors have to focus on learning by 

researching and enabling students to acquire research & innovation skills thereby 

creating innovative college culture. Indian institutions today are not oriented to 

innovation. India is losing innovation capacity of students, and in turn of India.  

 

Relate education to Indian situation: India today, is not creating job opportunities, as well 

as learning opportunities for bright brains, and so in increasing numbers many students are 

going abroad. Intellectual capital is migrating elsewhere in the world, which is not a good 

sign. Brain drain must forthwith be arrested. Causes and remedies must be found.  

 

Indian engineering colleges presently are working in the direction which does not consider 

and evolve solutions to Indian problems. Institutions do not show substantial interest in 

training for improving Indian manufacturing and services. Start-up movement is the need of 

the hour. 

For example, a look at Indian city Vis-a Vis city in a developed country reveals that,  

1. Foreign countries don’t have early morning sweeping of streets; they have no brooms 

like in India, How do they keep streets clean? 

2. They do not have water leakage from public pipe lines, like in Indian cities 

3.  In India there are many water supply schemes where pipes and taps are laid but water 

does not flow. People are required to install pumps on pipe line to get water. 

4. Buildings’ abroad have no leakages at toilet points,  

5. In foreign Drainage pipes go through foundations,  

6. Roads in cities in India are spoiled due to water stagnating on roads etc. 

7. Electricity failures in India are frequent. Why? 

Can our students analyse such problems and evolve solutions? Should they not? Should 

college curriculum not require students to study such problems in depth? 

 

Produce imaginative leaders and not technology coolies: Youths are made hirelings like that 

are to say hi-tech coolies rather than imaginative designers and technology generators. How 

do you do that?  It needs to have a vision for establishment of Innovation centre, Incubation 

centre, research Park etc which can engage the brains of bright graduates in high end 

research and provide a lead to hi-tech job growth and opportunities of high income in Indian 

economy. Their education and training ought to retain the talent in India. Will RIT professors 

give a thought to this? 

 



Creating opportunities for jobs for bright graduates in India, in this knowledge economy 

should be the top agenda. Our colleges do not generate jobs and revenue for our youths but 

become profit making grounds for others, i.e. multinationals. Graduates become hirelings 

earn fat salaries in multinationals and do not opt to become first mover entrepreneurs like 

Bill Gates and Mark zukerberg, because that is not what we are teaching them to be. 

Consequently, our institutions are facilitating only transfer of intellectual capital to 

developed countries.  

Professors have to love students, regardless of their cast creed religion and sex. They should 

take joy in student learning. They have to be impartial to all learners, especially when 

assessing their answer books, and conducting their oral examination. They need to 

benchmark with the world best professors. They need to have an innovative mindset in 

favour of learning.  

Good professors not only do research but apply the findings of research in the professions so as to 

improve the productivity and current practices. Paper publication, patent and IPR obtaining, 

creating start-up companies are now important for professors They need to keep a company of 

scholars, within India and abroad. Then they are likely to reach to excellence. If they achieve 

excellence, it is an asset lifelong. There is no retirement for excellent professors. They are life long 

always in demand all over the world.  

2. What the RIT contributes to faculty development? RIT contributes all that is needed to 

enable a professor to be of world-class. It encourages, and gives guidance to learn for M 

Tech, PhD. It deputes them to attend national, international conferences, seminars and 

industrial experience.  

Should a person give priority for earning money or achieving excellence? If earning money is your 

first priority it is less likely that you will achieve excellence as a professor. Earning money and 

achieving excellence do not go together; of course if you head towards excellence one gets money 

much more than required for living a life. Professors are advised to refrain from acquiring real 

estate, share business and do anything else which diverts attention from teaching, research and 

extension. One gets more respect, honour and dignity by developing a taste for excellence. 

3. What are the benefits of developing a taste for excellence? Students love excellent 

professors lifelong. Industrial development of city, region could be fast, globally 

competitive, on sustained basis not otherwise, even if other resources are abundant. 

This is the public gain. Institute becomes a “Light House”. Students love excellent 

professors, lifelong. They are always honoured, respected and rewarded by society. Of 

course they should not be hungry of rewards. The college intends to install on campus 

centres of excellence like technology incubation, technology innovation, Hi- Tech start 

ups entrepreneurship, etc It intends to boost local economy. Student satisfaction is the 

reward for professors. They are a category of people who are wanted all over the world. 

They add value to human society, and human civilization.  

 

 



RIT intends to win the hearts and minds of the students, faculty and staff, industry and the people 

at large. 

 Quality of education grows where research is present. Quality of education does not grow where 

research is absent. Education and research are the two ends of a bow, none has a force unless 

they both are tied by a rope, [ a professor] to improve education as well as to research. 

Will faculty of RIT accept the challenge of achieving excellence and winning trust and confidence 

of students and industry both? 

 

4. Why a student opts for a course abroad 

1. Every student who went abroad opines that Indian system does not promote innovation and 

creativity and fails on developing student’s practical knowledge. There could be more 

practical learning and research-oriented assignments so as to kindle the inquisitive minds of 

students. 

2. Individuality of the student should be considered by professors and appreciated rather than 

expecting a monotonous uniform standard outcome from all students. Every student has his 

own unique strengths. Uniqueness of student should be considered while educating him.  

A bird should not be taught to swim, and a fish should not be taught to fly. 

3. CAFETARIA approach of subjects should be adopted. Electives should be offered in larger 

number. 

4. Research in Indian system takes a back seat. Research and high-end research should be 

given importance and students should be encouraged to carryout purposeful research. 

Research labs should be equipped adequately. 

5. College ought to install forthwith on campus innovation centre, incubation centre, Research 

Park, patent centre, entrepreneurship centre, start up centre etc. They are an attraction for 

creative minds, enlarging their imagination power, so essential in globalization. These 

centres do not require money on the contrary they generate money. Only vision and 

determination is needed. 

6. Students knowledge and creativity should be valued and not their marks. Their knowledge 

and research skills should be tested continuously through research based assignments, 

individual and group projects, paper presentations and so on. 

7. Facilities such as 24/7 library, high speed Wi-Fi, 24/7 lab should be provided so that students 

can work anytime. 

8. Industry institute interaction should be compulsory. Practical training, assignments of 

innovation need to be introduced. 

9. Cross disciplinary courses should be introduced. Subjects like economics, sociology, 

psychology, management depending upon will and wish of students need be allowed.  

10. The focus should be on developing student’s autonomy. Students should be made 

independent and responsible for their own learning. 

11. Students should be helped to gain depth in knowledge by providing them with opportunities 

to work on projects in a team, to present research papers, and to interact with industry. 

Opportunities to work and meet with people from different places and work with diversity 

culture. 



12. Assessment pattern of students should be changed, from memorization of knowledge to 

creativity 

13. Colleges should have more students from foreign. Diversity of students promotes 

competition and understanding of cultures. 

14. College should listen to the voice of students. Regular feedbacks from students should be 

the culture. Feedback needs to be used in changing course of action for future. 

15. Learning should be joyful, challenging, and not dull. Students going abroad feel a jerk when 

they go abroad, because they fall short on many fronts. 

16. Learning should be changed from rote learning and exam orientation. 

17. Emphasis should be on learning concepts and their application. Quality of education should 

be in focus. 

 

The numbers of students going abroad are rising from year to year. Intellectual capital is 

moving out. Can we not take this challenge? We must raise standard of education to 

international level, to arrest brain drain.   

 

The college expects a professor to work for college, for public good and not only for self. 

He is expected to do much more than minimum duty. 

He is expected to be a thought leader in society, educating students and professionals to be 

globally competent professional leaders 

He should add energy, possitivity to eco system of college. There is a great pleasure for 

professors in giving knowledge to students, and enriching college. 

A Professor should be an asset to college and not a liability. 

 

 

ANNEX- II 

Research Park in Knowledge 

Economy: Drives regional 

innovation & Growth

by Prof. B.M.Naik

Winds of Change:
Only teaching in class rooms is not 
enough. Creativity, innovation 
imagination needed. How can 
university, college work with 
industry? 
Research Park is the only answer.
It makes optimum utilization of  
talent in industries and institutes.

 


